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	JOB TITLE: AC/Equipment Mechanic
	GRADE: RW-5306-10
	SALARY RANGE: Hourly Rate $27.42-$36.06
	JOB SUMMARYRow1: This position is located in the Office of Facilities Management, Directorate of Library Business Operations, District of Columbia Public Library (DCPL). The Air Conditioning/Heating Equipment Mechanic is responsible for performing mechanical and maintenance operations for the DCPL System. This system encompasses the central library, Martin Luther King Memorial library, and neighborhood libraries throughout the District of Columbia. 
	DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIESRow1: Ensures the proper mechanical operation, maintenance and repair of heating, air conditioning, and ventilation systems.  Performs standard repairs of both electrical and plumbing systems. Operates and properly maintains low pressure (oil-fired or gas-fired) steam or hot water heating plant, its controls and auxiliaries; makes periodic temperature checks of areas in facility in order to maintain proper room temperature, calibrates thermostats as necessary and records temperature, in log book. Cleans boiler as scheduled to include lubrication and care of electronic motors, compressors, and other mechanical equipment. Prepares heating plant for annual inspection by the Department of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs. Operates and maintains air conditioning systems (chill water or direct expansion); tests for proper operation; traces and locates defects and makes necessary repairs; cleans and lubricates moving parts; tightens connections; splices and insulates exposed wires, and replaces belts, fans and fuses. As necessary, replaces float and service values, thermostats, coils and drive assemblies, and add chemicals to open and close system. Obtains needed plans, blueprints, materials, and tools; ensures that needed stock is obtained from supply locations. Posts license or other notices at MLKML and the branches as needed.  Inspects daily conditions of the physical plant in these locations and makes appropriate repairs. Supports the leader and supervisors in the fostering management goals, and efficiency and economic work operations. Participates with other staff in snow removal or to respond to emergency conditions. Skill in dismantling, repairing and reassembling units such as pumps, impellers, compressors, chillers, receivers, evaporators, thermostats, safety devices, and switches, etc. Knowledge of the principles and theories of air conditioning and refrigeration including refrigeration cycles, heat transfer laws, the use of refrigerant tables; airflow calculation, and pressure temperature characteristics for the different systems in order to locate and repair faulty equipment swiftly and to reduce inoperative time to a minimum. Knowledge of building fire and safety codes and OSHA regulations. Ability to communicate effectively both orally and in writing. Ability to read, write, and interpret written instructions and procedures
	QUALIFICATIONS AND EDUCATIONRow1: Knowledge of and ability to safely operate and maintain a variety of low- pressure boilers and air-conditioning systems and auxiliary equipment to make visible, audible, and mechanical checks for proper operation. Knowledge of the refrigeration cycle of a variety of commercial and industrial systems to locate and check elements such as those which control low side and high side pressure, the temperature of the cooling units, liquid and suction lines, running time of the various mechanisms, and exploration of probable reasons for equipment failure. This position requires a 3rd Class Engineers License and a valid Driver’s License plus at least 1 year of specialized experience equivalent to the grade 8 level. The position may be upgraded depending on the applicant's experience. 
	AGENCY: 


